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EEUG operates an exchange platform for energy-related work products through the ATP-EMTP Task Force. Many regional
association members and other working groups regularly publish documents and presentations about their regional activities
for the benefit of the ATP-EMTP Task Force. The main field of ERARNET-EMTP is the development and maintenance of the ATP-

EMTP infrastructure, the coordination of activities in different countries in Europe, the assurance of the consistency of the
hardware and software. The different EMSN projects are coordinated by the ERARNET-EMTP team, members of EEUG. ATP-

EMTP is one of the most widely-used research techniques in the energy community. Following the success of the North
American and the European EMSN projects, EEUG is active in an internationalization of the ATP-EMTP program. EMTP-ATP

rulebook is a application of the rules and principles defined in the EMTP Rule Book by using the current EMTP language and
the language definition file Rules\Language\ATP.XML. It was recently developed into CDRH.2.ZIP format for easier transfer into
model files. This is for developers only and does not replace the existing rulebook. It is formatted for CDRH.1.XZ of the EMTP
rulebook in the OpenDSS project. This is a tool to help the rulebook to be eventually converted into the new format. The Price
List is updated regularly to keep the users informed about the price and availability of the licensed products. It includes the

costs of the license, the BSI, the AE documentation, the ATP-EMTP rule book, the provisioning of the User Guide and the User
and Technical Documentation. The price list is updated on the EEUG WebsiteWhenever more detailed information on the ATP
user tools is available, user support or suggestions you may address them to the ATP-EMTP e.V. via EEUG, membership office,

or submit an e-mail to the
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